The Grand Lobby at BlackRock is art itself. As guests enter, they will be struck by the natural light from our large floor to ceiling windows, the grand staircase, and mosaic floor.

The Grand Lobby features a beautiful grand staircase and Juliet balcony that allow for dynamic positions for entrances or speaking. The terrazzo floor depicts Germantown history with its symbolic cornstalk and patchwork farm acreage, and tiling representing Seneca Creek, the railroad, and BlackRock Mill. The large rock monoliths, created by artist Thomas Sayre, were poured and cured on local HighPoint Farm. These "earthcasts" are molded by the terrain and cement Germantown's farming heritage as part of the building.

Maximum Capacity: 100
Vaulted Ceilings
Grand Staircase
Ample Natural Light
Built-in Concession Stand